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Plan to Action Matrix 
When you need to turn planning into action 

 
The Action Matrix is an essential tool when you need to focus on action.  The reason many plans fail is the lack of putting them into action.  Having an 
Action Matrix can go a long way in validating your plans to bankers, investors, your partners, and your employees. 

The Matrix can be used to turn plans into action—including Business Plans, Marketing Plans, Sales Plans, Action Plans, Succession Plans, and Strategic 
Plans.   

You can cover all the business bases including:  Financial goals; Marketing/Sales goals; Human Resource/Talent goals; Operational/Process; and IT/ 
Communication goals. 

The example looks at an example of an almost universal goal, sales growth.  Note that Sales is identified as a KEY DRIVER in the plan.  The Matrix is 
organized as follows: 

 The goal statement is open-ended. 
 The objective statement is quantified (i.e., 5% to 10%). 
 The strategy is clearly stated with corresponding actions that show accountability and timelines. 
 The status column can be used to help track results or identify needs over time. 

 
Key Driver:  Sales 

Goal 1.0 Create consistent, profitable sales growth 

Objective Achieve sales growth greater of minimum 5% to 10% per year for the next 3 years 

Strategy 1.1 Increase utilization of the internet as a sales channel Resources:  Marketing Staff; outside contractors 

Actions  Lead Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Status 

1.1. 1  Expand staffing to better study web analytics and  increase 
search engine optimization (SEO) 

Mktg Mgr 9/30 3/30 1/31 
Use outside training firm 

 2  Develop and leverage existing marketing content into blogs, 
whitepapers, etc. 

Outside firm 11/30 4/15 1/31 
 

 3  Develop budgets and deploy at targeted phases CFO; Mktg 6/30 6/30 6/30 Align budget 

 4  Develop social media policy Outside firm 

Mktg Mgr 
7/15   

Get best practices 

 5  Train associates to leverage and use social media Outside firm 8/30  1/31 Internal or external 

 

 


